Excerpts from Aaron Burr’s Letter to Alexander Hamilton, June 22, 1804
I relied with unsuspecting faith . . . that if, as I had reason to believe, you had used expressions
derogatory to my honor, you would have had the Spirit to Maintain or the Magnanimity to
retract them, and, that if from your language injurious inferences had been improperly drawn,
Sincerity and delicacy would have pointed out to you the propriety of correcting errors which
might thus have been widely diffused.
With these impressions, I was greatly disappointed in receiving from you a letter which I could
only consider as evasive and which in manner, is not altogether decorus. In one expectation
however, I was not wholly deceived, for at the close of your letter I find an intimation, that if I
should dislike your refusal to acknowledge or deny the charge, you were ready to meet the
consequences. This I deemed a sort of defiance, and I should have been justified if I had chosen
to make it the basis of an immediate message: Yet, as you had also said something (though in
my opinion unfounded) of the indefiniteness of my request; as I believed that your
communication was the offspring, rather of false pride than of reflection, and, as I felt the
utmost reluctance to proceed to extremities while any other hope remained, my request was
repeated in terms more definite. To this you refuse all reply, reposing, as I am bound to
presume on the tender of an alternative insinuated in your letter.
Thus, Sir, you have invited the course I am about to pursue, and now by your silence impose it
upon me. If therefore your determinations are final, of which I am not permitted to doubt, Mr.
Van Ness is authorised to communicate my further expectations either to yourself or to such
friend as you may be pleased to indicate.
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